Press release

SUMMER 2021: FRENCH BEE ANNOUNCES ITS FLIGHT
SCHEDULE FOR REUNION ISLAND AND TAHITI
Paris-Orly, 31 March 2021 – Following the recent announcements of French President,
French bee, airline of the Dubreuil Group, maintains the strict application of all required
sanitary and commercial measures and confirms its flight schedule to and from Reunion
Island and Tahiti for Summer 2021.
Since the beginning of the Covid-19 sanitary crisis, French bee adjusted its flight schedule on
a daily basis according to the different measures taken by the government and local authorities
to limit the spread of the epidemic. Wednesday, the French President announced a further 4week restrictions for all French departments except Overseas. French bee will strictly apply
these measures, both for its customers and employees.
However, an aleviation of the measures and the return to lighter restrictions from midMay are taking shape and now make it possible to plan ahead traveling for this summer.
Bookings can be made now for a trip during the summer period with a complete
assurance and flexibility: tickets are 100% changeable and refundable.
A solid flight schedule towards Reunion Island and Tahiti
French bee is mobilized to offer its customers a wide number of flights at attractive prices.
• Reunion Island:
- Up to 10 flights per week (822 seats per day)
- From: 546 € Round trip
• Papeete:
- Up to 3 flights per week (2466 seats per week)
- From: 950 € Round trip

Enhanced sanitary and commercial conditions
French bee reminds all customers that:
• For all bookings made for travel up to and including December 31, 2021, tickets are
100% changeable and refundable.
• COVID assistance is available until August 31, 2021.
• Sanitary measures are strictly applied at each stage of the customer journey.

• French bee is ready to implement from June 15, the sanitary travel pass presented by the
European authorities and the Common Market Leader Thierry Breton, which will allow its
customers to travel with greater ease and guarantee a health protection in the overseas
territories.
French bee operates a fleet of A350-900s, the most efficient and comfortable long-haul aircraft
on the market.
Marc Rochet, President of French bee, states: “We have taken into account the
announcements of the French President regarding the current sanitary situation. However,
there is now light at the end of the tunnel and we will be able to travel this summer. We are
fully committed to do everything we can to allow our customers to start booking their trip with
confidence under the best possible conditions.”

All sanitary and commercial measures already in place by French bee : HERE

